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Rational terms in two-loop calculations Max F. Zoller
1. Introduction
Higher-order calculations of scattering amplitudes in perturbation theory are usually performed
in D = 4− 2ε dimensions in order to regularise divergences in Feynman integrals. In this ap-
proach, loop momenta, γ-matrices, the metric tensor and the integration measure are defined as
D-dimensional quantities, and divergences manifest themselves as poles in ε . This allows for a
simple Renormalisation procedure, known as the R-operation [2], which consists of the recursive
subtraction of divergences stemming from all possible sub-diagrams as well as a remaining local di-
vergence of the full diagram. The R-operation can be implemented as the insertion of counterterms
into diagrams of lower loop-order.
In numerical calculations, however, vectors have to be implemented in integer dimensions.
Within automated one-loop tools such as OPENLOOPS [3], RECOLA [4], HELAC-1LOOP [5] or
MADLOOP [6], the numerator of a Feynman integral is constructed in four dimensions, while the
denominator is kept in D dimensions. The difference between one-loop numerators in D and four
dimensions leads to a finite contribution, which is polynomial in all external momenta and internal
masses, called a rational term of type R2 [7–10].
The fully renormalised D-dimensional amplitude is given by
R ¯A1,γ = ¯A1,γ +δZ1,γ , (1.1)
where δZ1,γ is the UV counterterm in the MS-scheme. Here and in the following, an l-loop am-
plitude of a Feynman diagram γ constructed in D dimensions is denoted ¯Al,γ . An amplitude with
a four-dimensional numerator, but D-dimensional denominator, which is the object computed in
automated tools, is denoted as Al,γ . The renormalised D-dimensional amplitude can be com-
puted from the latter, if we restore the rational contribution δR1,γ , stemming from the (D− 4)-
dimensional part of the numerator, which can be reconstructed through a counterterm insertion
into a tree-level diagram, similar to the UV counterterm,
R ¯A1,γ = A1,γ +δZ1,γ +δR1,γ . (1.2)
A two-loop amplitude ¯A2,Γ corresponding to the diagram Γ is renormalised by first subtracting
all sub-divergences and then the remaining local divergence. This is achieved by means of one-
loop counterterms δZ1,γ , associated with the divergent sub-diagrams γ , into one-loop amplitudes
¯A1,Γ/γ , where γ is contracted to a point in Γ, and a local two-loop counterterm δZ2,Γ,
R ¯A2,Γ = ¯A2,Γ+∑
γ
δZ1,γ · ¯A1,Γ/γ +δZ2,Γ , (1.3)
We generalise this procedure to
R ¯A2,Γ = A2,Γ+∑
γ
(
δZ1,γ +δ Z˜1,γ +δR1,γ
) ·A1,Γ/γ + (δZ2,Γ+δR2,Γ) , (1.4)
where all Feynman integrands on the rhs are constructed with four-dimensional numerators, and
universal UV and rational counterterms. Here δR1,γ are the well-known one-loop rational terms1
1In the literature they are usually denoted as R2 rational terms, while we will use the symbols δRl,, where the
subscript l refers to the loop order.
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and δ Z˜1,γ an additional renormalisation constants proportional to q˜2/ε , where q˜ = q¯− q is the
(D− 4)-dimensional part of the loop momentum. We will show that δR2,Γ, which is implicitly
defined in (1.4), can be computed from tadpole integrals with one auxiliary mass scale and that
it is indeed a rational term. Formula (1.4) can directly be implemented in numerical algorithms
and hence serves as an important step towards two-loop automation. In this discussion we restrict
ourselves to rational terms of UV origin. A detailed description of our method and results can be
found in [1].
2. Rational terms at one loop
2.1 One loop rational terms from massive tadpoles with one scale
Let us consider the amplitude of a one-particle irreducible one-loop diagram γ ,
¯A1,γ = D¯0
D¯1
D¯2
D¯N−1
q =
∫
dq¯1
¯N (q¯1)
D0(q¯1) · · ·DN−1(q¯1) , (2.1)
where the scalar denominators are defined as
Dk(q¯1) = (q¯1+ pk)2−m2k (2.2)
with external momenta pk and masses mk, and the integration measure 2 dq¯1 = (µMS)2εdd q¯1/(2pi)d .
We mark D-dimensional objects, such as loop momenta, γ-matrices and the metric, as well
as their D-dimensional Lorentz indices with a bar, i.e. q¯, γ¯ µ¯ , g¯µ¯ ν¯ , while their projections to four
dimensions are are denoted q, γµ and gµν . The same applies to the numerator ¯N (q¯) of a Feynman
integrand constructed from D-dimensional quantities orN (q) in four dimensions.3 The dimension
of the numerator is denoted Dn ∈ {D,4}.
In Dn = D dimensions, the numerator ¯N (q¯1) can be split into a four-dimensional part
N (q1) = ¯N (q¯1)
∣∣∣
g¯→g, γ¯→γ ,q¯1→q1
(2.3)
and a remnant
˜N (q¯1) = ¯N (q¯1)−N (q1) = O(ε, q˜1). (2.4)
The rational term in (1.2) corresponds to
δR1,γ = ¯A1,γ −A1,γ =
∫
dq¯1
˜N (q¯1)
D0(q¯1) · · ·DN−1(q¯1) , (2.5)
which generates finite terms through the interplay of the (D− 4)-dimensional numerator with the
1/ε UV poles.4 Hence, such ˜N -contributions arise only in UV divergent 1PI diagrams.
2The renormalisation scale µMS is related to the scale of dimensional regularisation µ via µ2εMS = µ
2ε (4pi)εΓ(1+ ε).
3In the ‘t Hooft–Veltman scheme, external momenta pi are always defined in four dimensions.
4At one loop 1/ε poles of IR origin do not generate rational terms. See App. A of [17].
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We now discuss a well-established method [11, 12] for the calculation of the UV divergent
part of a Feynman diagram from massive tadpoles with one scale, and adapt it to the calculation of
rational terms. This method is based on the exact decomposition of all propagator denominators,
1
Di
=
1
q¯21−M2
+
∆i
q¯21−M2
1
Di
(2.6)
= + , (2.7)
with
∆k(q¯1) =
(
q¯21−M2
)−Dk(q¯1) =−2q¯1 · pk− p2k +m2k−M2 , (2.8)
where M2 is an auxiliary squared mass scale. We have introduced a graphical representation, in
which thick red lines depict the pure tadpole propagators (q¯21−M2)−2 and black ones to the original
propagators Di. This can be used recursively up to a fixed order X+1 in the tadpole propagators, in
order to isolate the UV divergences and rational terms in pure tadpole integrals with one auxiliary
scale M2.
For a more compact notation, we introduce two operators S(1)X and F
(1)
X , which generate, re-
spectively, the pure tadpole terms up to order X in a naive 1/q power counting of the integrand,
and the higher-order remnant containing all original propagators, 5
1
Dk(q¯1)
=
(
S(1)X +F
(1)
X
) 1
Dk(q¯1)
, (2.9)
with
S(1)X
1
Dk(q¯1)
=
X
∑
σ=0
[∆k(q¯1)]σ(
q¯21−M2
)σ+1 , F(1)X 1Dk(q¯1) = [∆k(q¯1)]
X+1(
q¯2i −M2
)X+1 1Dk(q¯1) . (2.10)
If X is chosen as the superficial degree of divergence and (2.9) applied to every propagator denom-
inator along the loop, all terms containing an original Dk are free from UV divergences.
For a full chain of propagators these operators are defined to give
S(1)X
1
D0(q¯1) · · ·DN−1(q¯1) =
X
∑
σ=0
∆(σ)(q¯1)(
q¯21−M2
)N+σ , F(1)X = 1−S(1)X , (2.11)
where
∆(σ)(q¯1) =
σ
∑
σ0=0
. . .
σ
∑
σ0=N−1
N−1
∏
k=0
[∆k(q¯1)]σk
∣∣∣∣∣
σ0+···+σN−1=σ
(2.12)
is a polynomial in the external momenta, the masses and the loop momentum. Since the finite terms
collected by F(1)X cancel in the difference (1.2), we can compute the rational term of type R2 as
δR1,γ = S
(1)
X (
¯A1,γ −A1,γ) =
N+X
∑
σ=N
∫
dq¯1
( ¯N (q¯1)−N (q1)) ∆(σ)(q¯1)
(q¯21−M2)σ
. (2.13)
5The label (i) in S(i)X and F
(i)
X refers to the chain of propagator denominators with loop momentum q¯i, on which
these operators act exclusively, since in multi-loop diagrams there are several chains with different q¯i.
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δR1,γ = Dn = D − Dn = 4 = Dn = D − Dn = 4 + Dn = D − Dn = 4
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=O(ε)
+ . . .+ Dn = D − Dn = 4
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=O(ε)
= S(1)0 ( ¯A1,γ −A1,γ)+O(ε)
Figure 1: ˜N -contribution for the one-loop vertex correction in QED. Dn is the numerator dimension.
The numerator in (2.1) can be written in terms of loop momentum tensors up to rank R,
¯N (q¯1) =
R
∑
r=0
¯Nµ¯1···µ¯r q¯
µ¯1
1 · · · q¯µ¯r1 . (2.14)
Decomposing the extended numerators and including the resulting term (2.13) into the loop
numerator yields
¯N (q¯1)∆(σ)(q¯1) =
R+σ
∑
r=0
¯N (σ)µ¯1···µ¯r q¯
µ¯1
1 · · · q¯µ¯r1 , N (q1)∆(σ)(q¯1) =
R+σ
∑
r=0
N
(σ)
µ1···µr q
µ1
1 · · ·qµr1 . (2.15)
Hence, we can compute the ˜N -contributions from coefficients constructed in D and four dimen-
sions and fully D-dimensional tensor integrals,
δR1,γ =
X
∑
σ=0
R+σ
∑
r=0
(
¯N (σ)µ¯1···µ¯r −N
(σ)
µ1···µr
)∫
dq¯
q¯µ¯1 · · · q¯µ¯r
(q¯2−M2)n , (2.16)
using q¯ · p j = q · p j for external four-momenta p j and AµiBµ¯i =AµiBµi for any vectors A,B. Since the
denominator decomposition (2.9) is exact and M2-independent, and F(1)X ( ¯A1,γ −A1,γ) = O(ε), the
finite part of S(1)X ( ¯A1,γ −A1,γ) and hence δR1,γ does also not depend on M2. The dependence on
external momenta and masses resides exclusively in the ¯N (σ)µ¯1···µ¯r and N
(σ)
µ1···µr in polynomial form,
which proves that δR1,γ is indeed a rational term. We illustrate the cancellation of terms with
original propagators and the resulting pure tadpole contribution for the one-loop vertex correction
in QED in Fig. 1.
2.2 One-loop sub-diagrams with numerator dimension Dn = 4
In the case of a one-loop sub-diagram with loop momentum q¯1 to a two-loop diagram, we
encounter a subtlety, namely the fact that one external momentum flowing through the sub-diagram
is the second loop momentum q¯2, which is D-dimensional in the construction of the numerator
¯N (q¯1, q¯2) and four-dimensional in the construction of N (q1,q2), but always D-dimensional in
the denominators. This requires an extension of (1.2) in order to subtract all divergences arising in
A1,γ(q2).
4
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R

α¯1
α¯2

Dn=D
=

α¯1
α¯2
+
α¯1
α¯2
δZ1,γ(q¯2)

Dn=D
=

α1
α2
+
α1
α2
(
δZ1,γ(q2)+δ Z˜1,γ(q˜2)+δR1,γ(q2)
)
Dn=4
+ O(ε) .
Figure 2: Graphical representation for a renormalised sub-diagram in numerator dimensions Dn = D and
Dn = 4 for the case of a QED self-energy. The D-dimensional external momentum q¯2 is decomposed into a
four-dimensional part q2 and a (D−4)-dimensional one q˜2 = q¯2−q2.
In this section we therefore consider the renormalisation of ¯A1,γ(q¯2) and its variant A1,γ(q2),
where the argument refers to the momentum in the numerator of the integrand. The denominators
are in both cases constructed with q¯2 in D dimensions.
In the case of a fully D-dimensional one-loop amplitude the UV counterterm in the MS-
scheme, introduced in (1.1), is derived as6
δZ1,γ(q¯2) =−K ¯A1,γ(q¯2), (2.17)
where the operator K performs a Laurent expansion in ε and discards all terms of order ε0 and
higher, isolating the pole part of an amplitude. We compute the UV counterterm for the same
amplitude with a four-dimensional numerator as
KA1,γ(q2) = KS
(1)
X A1,γ(q2) =K
R
∑
r=0
Nµ1...µr(q2)
X
∑
σ=0
∫
dq¯1
q¯µ¯11 · · · q¯µ¯r1 ∆(σ)(q¯1, q¯2)
(q¯21−M2)N+σ
(2.18)
= −δZ1,γ(q2)−δ Z˜1,γ(q˜2), (2.19)
where the first term on the rhs is the usual MS counterterm with q¯2→ q2, and the D-dimensional
q¯2 = q2+ q˜2 in the extended numerator leads to an additional counterterm δ Z˜1,γ(q˜2) ∝ q˜22/ε stem-
ming from scalar products q˜1q˜2 and q˜22 in ∆(σ) for X ≥ 2. This is a direct consequence of the fact
that scalar denominators are still D-dimensional. Hence the renormalised amplitude, i.e. one with
all poles in ε subtracted, in Dn = 4 can be defined as
RA1,γ(q2) := (1−K)A1,γ(q2) =A1,γ(q2)+δZ1,γ(q2)+δ Z˜1,γ(q˜2) (2.20)
and the renormalised D-dimensional amplitude can be written as
R ¯A1,γ(q¯2) = RA1,γ(q2)+δR1,γ(q2)+O(ε, q˜) (2.21)
with the well-known one-loop rational term of type R2 [1].
In renormalisable theories, X ≥ 2 is only fulfilled for self-energies, in QED only for the photon
self-energy. The renormalisation procedure for this case is depicted in Fig. 2. In all other cases
δ Z˜1,γ(q˜2) = 0.
6We suppress the indices α1,α2 connecting the sub-diagram to the rest of the two-loop diagram, ¯A1,γ = ¯A
α¯1α¯2
1,γ , etc.
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3. Rational terms at two loops
A generic irreducible two-loop diagram7 Γ can be decomposed into three chains, each consist-
ing of a numerator ¯N (i)(q¯i) and a denominator
D (i)(q¯i) = D
(i)
0 (q¯i) · · ·D(i)Ni−1(q¯i) , with D
(i)
a (q¯i) = (q¯i− pia)2−m2ia , (3.1)
as well as a function Γα¯1α¯2α¯3 derived from the two connecting vertices V0 and V1,8
¯A2,Γ =
D¯(1)0
D¯(1)1
D¯(1)2
D¯(1)N1−1
D¯(3)0
D¯(3)1
D¯(3)N3−1
D¯(2)0
D¯(2)1
D¯(2)2
D¯(2)N2−1
V0
V1
q1 q2−q2−q1
=
∫
dq¯1
∫
dq¯2
¯N (q¯1, q¯2)
D (1)(q¯1)D (2)(q¯2)D (3)(q¯3)
=
∫
dq¯1
∫
dq¯2
Γ¯α¯1α¯2α¯3(q¯1, q¯2) ¯N
(1)
α¯1 (q¯1)
¯N (2)α¯2 (q¯2)
¯N (3)α¯3 (q¯3)
D (1)(q¯1)D (2)(q¯2)D (3)(q¯3)
∣∣∣∣∣
q¯3=−q¯2−q¯1
(3.2)
There are three sub-diagrams γi, each constructed from two chains j,k and the connecting function
Γα¯1α¯2α¯3 , where i| jk is a partition of 123. The amplitude of a sub-diagram γi is given by
¯A α¯i1,γi(q¯i) =
∫
dq¯ j
Γ¯α¯1α¯2α¯3 ¯N ( j)α¯ j (q¯ j) ¯N
(k)
α¯k (q¯k)
D ( j)(q¯ j)D (k)(q¯k)
∣∣∣∣∣
q¯k=−q¯i−q¯ j
, (3.3)
and the insertion into its complement Γ/γi can be written as
¯A2,Γ = ¯A1,γi · ¯A1,Γ/γi =
∫
dq¯i ¯A
α¯i
1,γi(q¯i)
¯N (i)α¯i (q¯i)
D (i)(q¯i)
. (3.4)
Formula (1.4), which constructs a renormalised D-dimensional amplitude from ingredients with
four-dimensional numerators and insertions of UV counterterms and known one-loop rational
terms, implicitly defines the yet unknown remnant δR2,Γ as
δR2,Γ =
(
¯A2,Γ+∑
γ
δZ1,γ · ¯A1,Γ/γ
)
−
(
A2,Γ+∑
γ
(
δZ1,γ +δ Z˜1,γ +δR1,γ
) ·A1,Γ/γ
)
. (3.5)
We will show in the following that δR2,Γ is polynomial in all external momenta and masses, which
makes it a rational term that can be written as a local counterterm.
We distinguish two cases, diagrams with superficial degree of divergence X(Γ)< 0 (no global
divergence) and diagrams with X(Γ)> 0 (global divergence).
7Reducible diagrams can be computed by applying the previous discussion to each one-loop sub-diagram γ1,γ2
separately, since
R ¯A2,Γ = R ¯A1,γ1 · R ¯A1,γ2 .
8The multi-indices α¯i consist of two Lorentz or spinor indices.
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3.1 Diagrams without global divergence
Two-loop diagrams with X(Γ)< 0 can have at most one divergent sub-diagram γi (see e.g. [1]),
i.e. a sub-diagram with X(γi)≥ 0. The renormalised amplitude in Dn = d dimensions is given as
R ¯A2,Γ = ¯A2,Γ−
(
K ¯A1,γi
) · ¯A1,Γ/γi = ( ¯A1,γi +δZ1,γi) · ¯A1,Γ/γi . (3.6)
Since the sub-diagram γi plus its UV counterterm, and also its counterpart Γ/γi are free from any
divergence we can discard any O(ε) contributions both in the renormalised sub-diagram γi and
Γ/γi. Hence, we construct the numerator of Γ/γi in Dn = 4, leading to9
R ¯A2,Γ =
( ¯A1,γi +δZ1,γi) ·A1,Γ/γi +O(ε). (3.7)
The UV-subtracted γi can be expressed with its amplitude constructed in Dn = 4 using (2.21),
R ¯A2,Γ =
(
A1,γi +δZ1,γi +δ Z˜1,γi +δR1,γi
) ·A1,Γ/γi +O(ε), (3.8)
which means that for X(Γ)< 0 we find
δR2,Γ = 0 . (3.9)
This shows that non-vanishing two-loop rational terms of UV origin occur only in the finite set of
diagrams with a global divergence.
3.2 Diagrams with global divergence
In this section we show that δR2,Γ in (1.4) is also a rational term for X(Γ) ≥ 0. Our starting
point is the difference (3.5), which gives the remaining ˜N -contribution after the subtraction of the
sub-divergences from ¯A2,Γ and A2,Γ, and the restoration of the ˜N -contributions stemming from
the one-loop sub-diagrams of Γ. We show that (3.5) can be fully computed from massive tadpoles
with one auxiliary scale M2, of which the result is independent. We then conclude, similar to the
one-loop case, that (3.5) is polynomial in the external momenta and masses, and hence a rational
term.
Our strategy is to apply a tadpole decomposition (2.11) to the three chains in ¯A2,Γ andA2,Γ and
their subtraction terms to high enough powers in 1/qi, such that all terms captured by the operators
F(i)Xi , in particular all terms involving original propagators, are free from global divergences and
hence cancel exactly in (3.5) according to (3.9).
To this end we express the rhs of (3.5) with the linear operators K and K˜,(
¯A2,Γ+∑
i
(−K ¯A1,γi) · ¯A1,Γ/γi
)
−
(
A2,Γ+∑
i
(
(−K+ K˜)A1,γi
) ·A1,Γ/γ
)
=: K˜loc ¯A2,Γ, (3.10)
where
K˜A1,γi := R ¯A1,γi−RA1,γi ≡ δR1,γi . (3.11)
The operator K˜loc, which constructs δR2,Γ is in turn linear. The divergent parts of a two-loop dia-
gram and its three sub-diagrams can be isolated by applying independent tadpole decompositions
9In this step, we also project the Lorentz indices connecting γi and Γ/γi to four dimensions, α¯i→ αi.
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(2.11) to the three chains. Each chain i is expanded to the maximum of the global divergence of Γ
and the divergences of the sub-diagrams γ j, γk of which it is a part,10
Xi(Γ) = max
{
X(Γ),X(γ j),X(γk)
}
. (3.12)
Applying this operation to (3.10) gives
K˜loc ¯A2,Γ = K˜loc
(
S(1)X1 +F
(1)
X1
)(
S(2)X2 +F
(2)
X2
)(
S(3)X3 +F
(3)
X3
)
¯A2,Γ (3.13)
= K˜loc ¯A2,Γtad + K˜loc ¯A2,Γrem , (3.14)
with a pure tadpole term and remnant terms
¯A2,Γtad = S
(1)
X1 S
(2)
X2 S
(3)
X3
¯A2,Γ , (3.15)
¯A2,Γrem = F
(1)
X1 F
(2)
X2 F
(3)
X3
¯A2,Γ+
3
∑
i=1
S(i)Xi F
( j)
X j F
(k)
Xk
¯A2,Γ+
3
∑
i=1
F(i)Xi S
( j)
X j S
(k)
Xk
¯A2,Γ . (3.16)
All terms that enter (3.16) involve at least one F operator, which reduces the superficial degree of
divergence X(Γ), as well as X(γ j) and X(γk), by Xi(Γ)+ 1. Thus the remnant part (3.16) is free
from global divergences, and the discussion in section 3.1 implies11
δR2,Γrem = K˜locA2,Γrem = 0. (3.17)
Hence δR2,Γ can be fully computed from tadpole integrals with one auxiliary scale M2,
δR2,Γ = K˜locA2,Γ = K˜loc
3
∏
n=1
S(n)Xn A2,Γ =
(
3
∏
n=1
S(n)Xn ¯A2,Γ+∑
i
δZ1,γi ·S
(i)
Xi
¯A1,Γ/γi
)
−
(
3
∏
n=1
S(n)Xn A2,Γ+∑
i
(
δZ1,γi +δ Z˜1,γi +δR1,γi
) ·S(i)XiA1,Γ/γ
)
.
Here we use that the operators S(i)Xi fully capture the UV counterterms and rational terms in the
sub-diagrams due to the definition (3.12) of the order of the tadpole decomposition, i.e.
K
(
S( j)X j S
(k)
Xk
¯A1,γi
)
=−δZ1,γi , K˜
(
S( j)X j S
(k)
Xk A1,γi
)
= δR1,γi . (3.18)
Because of the exactness of the tadpole decomposition (3.13) and (3.17), the result is independent
of M2 and polynomial in external momenta and internal masses, and hence indeed a rational term.
A sample diagram and its renormalisation in D dimensions as well as its computation via the master
formula (1.4) are depicted in Fig. 3.
4. Results for QED
In this section we present the two-loop rational terms in QED. They are calculated with
QGRAF [13], Q2E and EXP [14, 15] and MATAD [16]. We start from the Lagrangian
LQED = ψ¯(iγµDµ −m)ψ− 14FµνF
µν − 1
2λ
(∂ µAµ)2, Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ (4.1)
10Again i| jk is a partition of 123.
11Note that the operators S and F either fully reconstruct UV counterterms and rational terms or give zero, e.g.
K
(
S( j)X j S
(k)
Xk
¯A1,γi
)
=−δZ1,γi and K
(
S( j)X j F
(k)
Xk
¯A1,γi
)
= 0 and K
(
F( j)X j F
(k)
Xk
¯A1,γi
)
= 0.
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R


Dn=D
=
 + δZ1,γi + δZ2,Γ

Dn=D
=
 + (δZ1,γi +δ Z˜1,γi +δR1,γi) + (δZ2,Γ+δR2,Γ)

Dn=4
Figure 3: Graphical representation of the renormalisation formula (first line) in D dimensions for a two-
loop QED diagram with a single sub-divergence, and the master formula (second line) to compute it from
four-dimensional amplitudes with universal counterterm insertions.
and set the fermion mass m and the gauge parameter λ = 1. The rational terms and the additional
counterterm Z˜ for the photon self-energy are
δR1,e = ie
2
16pi2 [−1]/p, δR2,e = ie
4
(16pi2)2
[ 19
18ε +
247
108
]
/p
µ ν δRµν1,γ =
ie2
16pi2
[2
3 p
2
]
gµν , δRµν2,γ =
ie4
(16pi2)2
[
Pµν
( 2
3ε − 7118
)
+gµν p2
(−1112)]
δ Z˜µν1,γ =
ie2
16pi2
[ 2
3ε p˜
2
]
gµν
µ δR1,eeγ = ie
3
16pi2 [−2]γµ , δR2,eeγ = ie
5
(16pi2)2
[ 13
9ε +
191
27
]
γµ
µ ν
ρ σ
δRµνρσ1,4γ =
ie4
16pi2
[4
3
]
Gµνρσ , δRµνρσ2,4γ =
ie6
(16pi2)2 [−3]Gµνρσ
with Pµν = pµ pν − gµν p2 and Gµνρσ = gµνgρσ + gµρgνσ + gµσgνρ . We find that the two-loop
˜N -contributions are indeed polynomial in the external momentum p and hence are rational terms.
The full m and λ -dependence of these terms is presented in [1].
5. Conclusions
We have presented an extension of the renormalisation procedure for D-dimensional ampli-
tudes at two-loop level, such that the numerators of all Feynman diagrams can be constructed
in four dimensions. We showed that the contributions stemming from the interplay of (D− 4)-
dimensional numerator with UV divergences can be reconstructed through a finite set of local
counterterms, and presented this set for the case of QED. This constitutes an important building
block for numerical two-loop calculations.
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